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Abstract

Purpose—A wireless interactive display and control device combined with a platform-

independent web-based User Interface (UI) was developed to improve the workflow for 

interventional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (iMRI).

Methods—The iMRI-UI enables image acquisition of up to three independent slices using 

various pulse sequences with different contrast weighting. Pulse sequence, scan geometry and 

related parameters can be changed on the fly via the iMRI-UI using a tablet computer for 

improved lesion detection and interventional device targeting. The iMRI-UI was validated for core 

biopsies with a liver phantom (n=40) and Thiel soft-embalmed human cadavers (n=24) in a 

clinical 1.5T MRI scanner.

Results—The iMRI-UI components and setup were tested and found conditionally MRI-safe to 

use according to current ASTM standards. Despite minor temporary touchscreen interference at a 

close distance to the bore (<20 cm), no other issues regarding quality or imaging artefacts were 

observed. The 3D root-mean-square distance error was 2.8±1.0 (phantom) / 2.9±0.8 mm (cadaver) 

and overall procedure times ranged between 12–22 (phantom) / 20–55 minutes (cadaver).
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Conclusions—The wireless iMRI-UI control setup enabled fast and accurate interventional 

biopsy needle placements along complex trajectories and improved the workflow for percutaneous 

interventions under MRI guidance in a preclinical trial.
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Introduction

Percutaneous interventions under image guidance have become an important tool for 

diagnosis and treatment. In particular, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can be valuable 

for guiding interventions where conventional X-Ray fluoroscopy, Computed Tomography 

(CT) or Ultrasound (US) cannot achieve the required detection of lesions [1–3] while 

avoiding potential risks of ionizing radiation [4] and nephrotoxic and allergenic iodine-based 

contrast agents [5]. MRI demonstrates superior soft-tissue contrast and native visualisation 

of blood vessels along with different contrast mechanisms for image acquisition. MRI 

provides true multi-planar imaging with arbitrary slice orientation and consequently allows 

to interactively align the scan plane according to an instrument trajectory [6] and target 

challenging lesions. Furthermore MRI can be utilised to assess lesions before, during and 

after a procedure [3].

Interventional MRI (iMRI) has been performed for more than two decades [7], but remains 

challenging for routine clinical practice [8] due to obstacles present in the MRI environment 

[9] (i.e. limited patient access, high acoustic noise and need for MRI-safe devices and 

equipment). Significant developments in the field of MRI have contributed to make scans 

faster [3, 10] and more efficient, and patient access has also significantly improved with 

modern open, short and wide bore systems [2, 11]. Nevertheless, various components and 

modifications are required for a conventional diagnostic MRI setup to enable iMRI [1]. To 

date, most scanner manufacturers provide moderately interactive real-time User Interfaces 

(UI) that are adequate for diagnostic MRI or available as work in progress packages [12, 13] 

for off label use only. In addition, a very limited number of display and input devices, such 

as tableside controls, are available allowing frequent dynamic changes to the scan 

acquisition and to date no simple means interaction with the MRI have been achieved.

A major source for complications and workflow delays is the need for leaving the scan room 

during interventions for viewing images and communicating with the radiographer. High 

acoustic noise levels during scanner operation, ranging between 70 and 110 dB [14], add a 

substantial health and safety risk, in particular, for fast gradient echo pulse sequences 

[14[ that are frequently used for iMRI [3] applications. Hence, hearing protection is required 

as well as special creative solutions for audio communication [15] between interventionist, 

radiographer and patient. Guettler et al. proposed a wireless Bluetooth (BT)-based 

communication system that can be used during MRI scanner operation [16]. This concept 

was adopted for this study and extended for multiuser communication between physician, 

assisting staff and scanner operator using tablet personal computers (tablet PCs).
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Wireless input devices such as tablet PCs are also promising candidates to be used at the 

patient side as interactive image display and for interactive MRI control. The display 

resolution of such tablet PCs is continuously improving such that modern tablet devices 

meet or exceed display resolution of desktop Liquid-Crystal Display (LCD) monitors in 

terms of dots per inch (DPI). The FDA has recently approved a tablet PC (iPad, Apple, 

Cupertino, CA, USA) and associated applications (apps) for radiologists to read diagnostic 

images. Recent studies have evaluated the image quality and diagnostic performance of 

tablet PCs in comparison to diagnostic LCD monitors for emergency brain CT scans [17] 

and for mobile on-call radiology in CT and MRI studies [18]. Holbrook et al. have proposed 

to use a tablet device for controlling or monitoring of an MRI-guided High Intensity 

Focused US (HIFU) procedures [19] and for collaborative iMRI [20].

Our objective was to improve percutaneous iMRI, through easy to use and inexpensive 

mobile tablet devices. Our implementation consisted of selected wireless tablet devices, a 

multi-user communication system and a platform independent web-based UI optimized for 

interactive iMRI. In comparison to the aforementioned real-time UIs provided by scanner 

manufacturers, our UI provides multi-touch functionality, which is crucial for tablet PCs i.e. 

to align scan planes, on the fly switching or interleaving of different MRI pulse sequences 

and enabling multiple devices to independently monitor and/or control the image 

acquisition.

This setup was validated for iMRI during percutaneous biopsies on gel phantoms and Thiel 

soft-embalmed cadaver experiments employing the MRI-guided freehand approach [2, 3, 6, 

8, 11, 21].

Materials and Methods

iMRI Setup

The setup for validation is a dedicated imaging suite for MRI-guided interventions and 

surgery (see Fig. 1.) and consists of a clinical 1.5 T MRI scanner (Signa HDx, Software 

release 15.0M4A, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) connected to a surgical suite (1050, 

Maquet, Rastatt, Germany). A novel interventional coil suite (DuoFlex) developed in 

collaboration with MR Instruments Inc. (Minnetonka, MN, USA) and supported by GE 

Healthcare (Waukesha, WI, USA) was used for imaging. The DuoFlex coil suite facilitates 

access for interventional procedures with different combinations of coil elements. In this 

study, a 24cm 4-channel element was combined with a single loop coil with disposable 

cover (Fig. 3).

Two-way data communication between the MRI scanner (“MR Host”) and an external 

Linux (Ubuntu 11.10 64bit) workstation (16-CPU, 32 GB memory, z820, Hewlett-Packard, 

Palo Alto, CA) (“RT PC”) was accomplished via Gigabit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3z). In close 

proximity to the MRI unit, a 23-inch LCD monitor (SW2309W, Dell, Austin, TEX, USA) 

was installed on a flexible swivel arm. A second, shielded 40-inch LCD monitor (Multeos 

401, NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with the same resolution (1920 × 1080) was mounted 

to the opposite wall (Fig. 1). Note, ideally a second 40-inch LCD monitor should have been 

installed, which was not possible in our institution due to lack of space.
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The integrity of galvanic isolation between the MRI control room and scan room was 

retained by using fibre-optic cables and optical-to-electrical as well as electrical-to-optical 

converters that keep Radio Frequency (RF) noise outside of the Faraday cage. Both monitors 

were connected with a fibre-optic cable (M1-1000, Opticis, Sungnam City, Korea) to the RT 

PC and used simultaneously to display the iMRI-UI. This allowed interventions to be 

performed from either side of the patient table with concomitant monitoring on the 

contralateral side on the 23 or 40-inch screen.

A Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) was implemented for wireless data transfer within 

the scan room as illustrated in Fig. 1. The WLAN (2.4 GHz, IEEE 802.11) connection was 

established with a modified router (DIR615, D-Link, Taipei, Taiwan) where one antenna 

was positioned in the magnet room and the other one outside the Faraday cage providing the 

same local network Service Set Identifier (SSID) throughout both areas.

Interactive MRI pulse sequences with different contrast mechanisms were developed and 

implemented in the RTHawk software framework (Version 0.9.28, HeartVista, Inc., Palo 

Alto, CA, USA). RTHawk is a flexible research rtMRI software framework [22] and allows 

generation of new pulse sequences and dynamic changes to major aspects of data acquisition 

such as gradient waveforms, excitations and scan planes on the fly. Three interactive MRI 

pulse sequences were implemented that allow different contrast weightings (T1, T2, T2/T1) 

for lesion detection and can be switched or interleaved on the fly. Sequences utilized 

included a Fast Spoiled Gradient Recalled echo sequence (FSPGR) that can provide rapid 

T1-weighted imaging [23, 24], a balanced Steady State Free Precision (bSSFP) sequence for 

T2/T1 contrast [25, 26] which was particularly useful for vessel visualisation by employing 

high flip-angles [27]. The third sequence is a reversed fast steady state precession (PSIF) 

sequence that is a time reversed variation of a Steady State Free Precision (SSFP) sequence 

providing fast T2
*-weighted imaging for iMRI [28].

A dedicated multi-device iMRI-UI (Fig. 2) was developed and integrated into RTHawk. 

This UI allows scanner interaction through an Internet browser, across multiple operating 

systems and platforms such as PCs, tablet PCs or mobile phones [29]. MRI controls were 

integrated into a backend developed in C++. These were then attached to a locally hosted 

node.js server hosting the UI over a secure sockets layer (SSL), using a mongoDB database 

for authentication. The interface was developed exclusively with Hyper Text Markup 

Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript, using the following open 

source libraries: Enyo 2.0 for the interface, Flot.js for plotting, and Three.js for HTML5 

canvas and webGL for rendering. The iMRI-UI was employed for image display, interactive 

scan and parameter control. It was designed to image up to three independent slices 

simultaneously. The UI also allowed the user to select different pulse sequences that can be 

interleaved and supports three-dimensional (3D) volume rendering of the slices. The iMRI-

UI provides multi-touch functionality for touchscreen devices, on the fly adjustments for 

pulse sequence changes and scan geometry. Additional functions included windowing, 

annotations and bookmarking of scan planes and parameters (Fig. 2).

A Virtual Network Computing (VNC) connection was established between the MRI scanner 

running a VNC server and the MRI input device running a VNC client application to 
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compare the developed web UI to the standard real-time interface (GE i/Drive Pro Plus, GE 

Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), which is provided by the scanner manufacturer. The 

implemented web interface was also tested on various computers and mobile devices with 

different Internet browsers such as Mozilla Firefox (Ubuntu 11.10, OSX Snow Leopard), 

Google Chrome (Ubuntu 11.10, OSX Snow Leopard, MS Windows 7), and Apple Safari 

(OSX Snow Leopard) and Mobile Safari.

Subsequent to acceptance testing (MRI safety assessment according to ASTM F2052-06 

[30] and evaluation of RF interference with a coherent noise (8ch HD brain coil, GRE, TE / 

TR= 13 / 32 ms, FOV = 20 cm × 20 cm, Matrix = 512×256, FA = 10°, Slice thickness = 5 

mm, Bandwidth = 122.7 Hz/pixel) and a white pixel test (integrated body coil, Spin Echo 

EPI, TE / TR = 36.1 / 6000 ms, FOV = 9.9 cm × 9.9 cm, Matrix = 128×64, Slice thickness = 

10 mm, Bandwidth = 3906.25 Hz/pixel) protocol), two mobile tablet PCs have been selected 

(iPad 1 and 3, Apple, Cupertino, US) with a 9.7 inch (diagonal) multi-touch display and a 

resolution of 1024×768 and 2048 × 1536 pixels respectively. During interventions one tablet 

was solely used for communication (iPad 1) and the other one for MRI display and control. 

Each tablet PC was inserted into a plastic cover to simulate sterile equipment and mounted 

to a customized MRI-safe intravascular pole (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with 

modified car mounts for tablet devices (Matek Trading Co., Ltd, Hanoi, Vietnam). Note, a 

comprehensive assessment of various mobile input and control devices that can be used for 

MRI operations along with various options for wireless data communication will be 

published elsewhere.

Two-way communication between the scanner operator, the physician, and the assisting 

nurse was established using Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) technology and wireless 

mobile BT headsets (Calisto B70, Plantronics, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) integrated into 

modified earmuffs (RS Components Ltd, Corby, UK). Two-way communication was also 

established with two tablet PCs in the scan room and a PC in the control room using a VoIP 

software application (Skype, Luxembourg City, Luxemburg).

Techniques for MRI-guided Interventions

An experienced interventional radiologist (10 years experience – “expert”) and one 

physician in training (no interventional experience – “novice”) performed all procedures. A 

carbon fibre composite (CFK) puncture needle with Nitinol mandrin (21G / 150 mm, 

Radimed, Bochum, Germany) was used during MRI-guided needle punctures. Tissue 

samples (in case of artificial targets) were obtained for verification with an MRI-safe biopsy 

needle (MR Biopsy-Handy, 16G, 15cm, Somatex, Teltow, Germany). Passive, 

susceptibility-based visualisation of the needles [31, 32] was applied for needle guidance.

Initially, a planning dataset with high spatial resolution (FSPGR, TE / TR = 10 / 80 ms, FA 

= 60, FOV = 25 cm × 25 cm, Matrix = 384×384, Slice thickness = 2 mm) was acquired and 

the target and skin entry points were selected. The target point was defined as a sphere with 

8 mm diameter. The patient table was then moved out of the bore and the physical entry 

point was marked on the skin/surface by calculating the distance offset from the laser 

crosshair. A small incision was then performed using a non-magnetic scalpel at the entry 

point and the needle was positioned. The patient table was then moved back into the MRI 
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scanner while the physician kept his finger at the skin entry point to mark-up the location on 

the subsequent MRI images. The scan acquisition was then initiated and once the physician 

was satisfied with the location of the skin entry point, the needle was inserted under rtMRI 

guidance with the pulse sequence and parameter selection of the physician (bSSFP, FSPGR, 

PSIF). MR fluoroscopy was terminated when the needle was positioned in the lesion. A 

second high-resolution dataset (the same sequence and parameters as during planning) was 

then acquired with the needle still in place to verify the needle position. Note, the imaging 

pulse sequences and parameters were optimized for MRI of Thiel soft-embalmed cadavers 

[33].

An intervention was rated successful if the needle tip was positioned within the predefined 

target region and clearly identified on multiple rt-MRI planes and in the high-resolution 

dataset. In the case of targeting Gd-doped target visual checks were additionally conducted 

to ensure that the desired targeting was achieved. The root-mean-square (RMS) 3D error 

was calculated based on the high-resolution dataset for the discrepancy between the actual 

needle tip and the target point position (3D coordinates of the planned target point). Analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) was used (p =0.05) to test the level of experience of the clinician on 

targeting accuracy. A post-hoc test was performed to test statistical significance between the 

group of participants and between experiments.

In Vitro Phantom Experiments

The in vitro experiments were conducted in a muscle tissue-mimicking, ballistic gelatine 

phantom with 10% w/w gelatine powder (G8-500, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA) 

[34]. A range of targets (diameter 20 mm), mimicking lesions and consisting of gelatine, 

agar (A360-500, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA), fat and food colouring (Dr. Oetker, 

Bielefeld, Germany) for visual confirmation were positioned within the gelatine matrix. A 

layer of boiled spaghetti (Buitoni, Sansepolcro, Italy) in gelatine was added to the phantom 

to mimic blood vessels that should be avoided during targeting.

Each physician performed ten double (trajectory lengths ranged from 80 – 160 mm) and ten 

single oblique interventions (trajectory lengths ranged from 100 – 160 mm). The times for 

needle targeting and the total intervention were recorded.

Ex Vivo Experiments Using Thiel Soft-Embalmed Human Cadavers

Thiel [35] proposed a soft-embalming technique that sustains tissue flexibility, colouring 

and integrity. The human cadavers used in this study were donated according to standard 

procedures as set out in the Human Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006 and the Thiel Advisory 

Committee (University of Dundee, UK) has approved all our procedures. Thiel embalmed 

cadavers with re-established mechanical ventilation with associated organ motion and 

partially vascular re-perfusion have been developed in Dundee for iMRI research and 

training [33, 36–38]. These cadavers represent anatomically correct models complete with 

anatomical variances [36] and were found suitable for MRI [33]. However, MRI of Thiel 

soft-embalmed cadavers is constrained by limited RF penetration and gradient echo based 

sequences have been shown to generate better MR images than spin-echo based pulse 

sequences [33].
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Three Thiel soft-embalmed cadavers (sex: 1 female and 2 male, age: 50 – 75 years, weight: 

65 – 80 kg) were prepared in the angio suite (the room on the left side in Fig. 1) and then 

transferred to the MRI suite (Fig. 3). The peripheral cannulation and tumour phantom 

implant was performed through a pre-existing median laparotomy. Gadolinium (Gd) doped 

targets (agar/fat, 25 mm diameter) were implanted to mimic liver lesions that appear bright 

in T1-weighted images for targeting. Alternatively target choice was predetermined during 

the procedure planning stages on a MR distinctive area within the liver parenchyma (one 

cadaver).

An MRI compatible anaesthetic ventilator (ventiPAC, PneuPAC Ltd., Luton, UK) was used 

for mechanical ventilation (Inspiration time TI = 2 s, Expiration time TE = 4 s, and tidal 

volume VT = 750 ml) with tracheal intubation to simulate hepatic motion throughout the 

procedure. The expert and the novice performed four double oblique interventions 

(trajectory lengths ranged from 60 – 120 mm) in each human cadaver.

Results

The tablet devices (Fig. 4) that were used in this study can be operated with gloves while 

covered in sterile drapes as illustrated in Fig. 4c. According to the standard test method [30], 

the tablet PC experienced a magnetically induced displacement force of 4.90 N at the 

location of maximum deflection (mean deflection angle of 34°). No displacement force was 

present for the tablet PC at a distance greater or equal to 50 cm (4–10 mT) from the end of 

the bore.

Audio communication via VoIP was possible throughout all interventions with a stable BT 

connection. However, during scanner operation the acoustic noise level was high, which led 

to imperfect sound quality, but was rated suitable for communication.

No degraded image quality or RF interference could be detected on any MR image, the 

white pixel, or on a coherent noise test while the devices were set up in the scan room and 

the WLAN connection was established. In particular no additional frequencies were found in 

the bandwidth of the receiver, the SNR measurements were not more than 10 % lower than 

the reference measurements, which did not alter images significantly nor render images non-

diagnostic.

The WLAN supplied by the modified router provided a stable and fast connection, 

facilitating rapid image update rates without noticeable delay for the rtMRI feed into the 

scan room. Using the VNC connection provided a feasible connection with the scanner 

manufacturers UI but the performing physicians rated the latency (ranging between 0.2 – 1.3 

seconds) between actual image acquisition and display unacceptable for performing 

interventions. On the contrary, the node.js server showed no noticeable acquisition lags or 

time delays displaying images to the clients (Fig. 4c). Multiple connections were established 

(i.e. via multiple browsers on one PC and across several tablet devices), with all able to 

access and visualize (monitoring) the data individually or controlling the procedure per login 

permissions.
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In Vitro Phantom Validation

All phantom biopsies (n = 40) were technically successful (needle tip was positioned within 

the predefined target region). The mean RMS 3D error between the planned target point and 

the needle tip was 2.8 ± 1.0 mm, with further details given in Table 1. The mean targeting 

time was 5 minutes and 21 seconds and the mean procedure time was 15 minutes and 46 

seconds (range 10 – 19 minutes) for the expert. The mean targeting time was 6 minutes and 

35 seconds and the mean procedure time was 17 minutes and 31 seconds (range 12 – 22 

minutes) for the novice.

Our in-room interactive tablet PCs provided the operator with images in near real-time and 

the ability to self- select important parameters or switch between pulse sequences on the fly 

(one click on the touch screen and with no delay). Parameter control and slice repositioning 

from inside the scan room was achieved, facilitating fast navigation to the target. The close 

proximity of the touch device allowed for zooming (Fig. 4c and d) and precise target 

acquisition during simulated interventions (Fig. 5). The interventional workflow for a 

freehand needle biopsy illustrated in Fig. 5a – d. The web UI displayed three different slices 

(Fig. 5e) that were updated on the tablet PC while a needle biopsy was performed with a 

single oblique trajectory.

Thiel Human Cadaver Experiments

All cadaver biopsies (n = 24) were technically successful (needle tip was positioned within 

the predefined target region) under simulated free breathing conditions. The mean RMS 3D 

error between the planned target point and the needle tip was 2.9 ± 0.8 mm for the expert 

and 4.1 ± 0.9 mm for the novice, with further details given in Table 1. The variations 

between individual cadavers (surgical history, post mortem training procedures, the shelf 

time, pre-existing or artificial lesions) were found to be significant. Detailed recording of 

procedure times (ranging from 20 – 55 minutes) was abandoned for the Thiel soft-embalmed 

cadaver experiments due to the influence of confounding variations and problems inherent 

with cadaver models, which are not present in living patients. These include trapped air 

(green arrow in Fig. 6e) in the abdominal cavity, decreased liver dimensions due to 

dehydration, lower quality of tissue in general, and pre-existing damage due to previous 

surgical training events.

A screenshot of a successful needle puncture with a double oblique trajectory is shown in 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The screenshot of the web UI (Fig. 6d) contains three near real-time MR 

images that are frequently updated with a T1 weighted pulse sequence in three different slice 

orientations. The needle was advanced during continuous MRI with a temporal resolution of 

1 frame per second. A correct needle placement was then confirmed with the high spatial 

resolution dataset (Fig. 8). Trapped air (green arrow in Fig. 6e) in the abdominal cavity of 

the cadaver, decreased liver dimensions (compared to a liver in a living human) and a short 

needle that was required for the 60 cm bore diameter constrained the choice of potential 

needle paths.

ANOVA showed significant difference between the participants and between experiments. 

However, when considering the interaction effect, ANOVA indicated no significant 
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difference. The post-hoc test showed no significant difference between the double oblique 

approaches in the phantom and the Thiel cadavers. But it showed significant difference 

between the single oblique and double oblique approach (both in the phantom and Thiel 

cadavers).

Discussion

A substantial hurdle for clinical acceptance of MRI-guided percutaneous interventions is the 

lack of a dedicated and efficient workflow [8] that is required for effective procedures in the 

complex MR environment. We have therefore developed and validated a wireless system for 

communication and interactive remote control of a clinical whole body MRI scanner to 

facilitate iMRI.

Our setup was implemented on a research scanner and therefore it was permitted to 

incorporate components that are currently not approved for clinical use. However, wireless 

mobile tablet PCs can be applied with little effort and used for scanner remote control as 

well as communication during iMRI. Commercialization of the Bluetooth communication 

and the wireless interactive display and control device is currently being investigated.

The magnetically induced deflection angle was measured to be less than 45°, which means a 

deflection force induced by the field of the 1.5 T MRI scanner is less than the force on the 

device due to gravity [30]. While these results are a good indication for MRI safety, the test 

method for magnetically induced displacement force alone is not sufficient for ultimately 

determining the device safety in the MRI environment and further testing may be required 

before clinical application [30] and regulatory approval. The authors therefore advise 

caution in reproducing the described setup and each solution should be approved by the 

local MRI safety authorities and tested individually.

Interventional MRI Workflow

One of the challenging but important technical tasks during MRI-guided needle 

interventions regard selecting the correct MRI scan planes and maintaining an appropriate 

angulation during needle placement [39]. Slice re-alignments typically require significant 

intra-procedure communication [8] and time. The close proximity of the touch screen 

improved the scanner interaction considerably during phantom and cadaver experiments 

respectively.

A VNC connection provides multiple users access to centralized high performance 

resources. We evaluated this option for remote control of our MRI scanner via conventional 

or consumer devices [40]. Although, our results demonstrate that the latency for the imaging 

feed was unacceptable for iMRI. In comparison to our setup, the standard commercially 

available real-time UI that was available on our scanner (i/Drive Plus, GE Healthcare, 

Waukesha, WI, USA) provided only limited features and can only be used with a single 

pulse sequence (FGRE – RF spoiled or unspoiled) and one interactive imaging plane at a 

time. The proposed web UI allowed flexible and intuitive scan plane adjustments in real-

time. Different contrast mechanisms (T1, T2, T2/T1) can interactively be selected on the fly 

and also be interleaved. The availability of various contrast mechanisms is particularly 
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useful as opposed to a sequence with only a single contrast weighting, which may not 

generate satisfactory contrast among pathologic and normal tissue, which compromises 

lesion assessment and MRI guidance [28].

The device trajectory could be adjusted dynamically in the course a procedure and decreased 

needle passage that is associated with trauma and bleeding and causes workflow 

interruptions [6, 8]. Up to three real-time imaging planes could be selected and were 

frequently updated according to the user selected parameter and pulse sequence choice. It 

should be noted that the three planes were a design choice based on user feedback and not a 

capability limitation.

Our interventional radiologists concluded that our setup resembles a suitable hybrid 

approach combining the workflow from CT with real-time needle guidance capability 

encountered with ultrasound coupled with the superior soft tissue contrast of MRI [41]. The 

proposed image guidance arrangements were also found satisfactory in terms of decreasing 

procedure interruptions such as moving clinical staff in and out of the scan room, moving 

the patient in and out of the bore as well as scan interruptions for sequence and parameter 

updates.

The established multi-user communication with a wireless setup can be potentially produced 

at a relatively low cost (the cost of our additional components was approximately $3000) 

and clearly improved our iMRI workflow compared to previous experiments. This benefit 

must be quantified in further controlled studies. Additional acoustic or digital noise filtering 

has the potential to enhance the communications [16]. It should be noted that we decided to 

use Skype for our experiments, as it was freeware and compatible with all operating systems 

(Linux, Mac OS, Windows) that were used. For experiments involving patients other 

software solutions are required that firstly, provide security and safety of patient information 

and secondly, will be able to work in a clinical environment with secure local networks. The 

commercially available communication software Lync (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) 

could be one potential solution, which is currently being investigated for internal 

communication in multiple hospitals.

Controlling an MRI scanner and guiding interventional procedures from a web browser 

presents many interesting solutions for device integration. The web-based model allows easy 

access to data and the experimental controls, whether in close proximity to the scanner or 

remotely located. This could enable an intuitive and collaborative multi-user approach for 

MRI-guided interventions, and facilitate educational demonstrations or collaborative 

treatment planning. Theoretically, MRI-guided interventions, including thermal treatments, 

could be assisted and monitored remotely. However, there is a potential issue with latency 

and procedural safety when factoring in distance and network traffic that may not be 

encountered with a LAN.

At present MRI system software architecture is still domain of the main scanner 

manufacturers. Regulatory hurdles and proprietary rights make any expansion or custom 

adaptation to the pulse sequence environment difficult. In principle our webUI can operate 

on top of any platform but would require a means of communicating with the MRI scanner 
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and thus the MRI scanner manufacturers have to grant access to main functions of their 

software architecture. In our case the implementation was implemented on top of RTHawk, 

which is currently limited to GE scanners and has not received regulatory approval.

Phantom and Thiel Human Cadaver Validation

All experiments in this study were performed in a closed bore MRI scanner with 60 cm bore 

diameter. This limited the selection of individual cadavers and the choice of needle 

trajectories and the achievable target depth because only short needles could be used in the 

narrow bore. A short and wide bore scanner could significantly improve patient access and 

device placements [3, 6, 8, 11]. It should be noted that our scanner control via mobile tablet 

PCs in combination with auto-land marking [42] could furthermore facilitate interventions 

on the other side of the bore where patients might be more accessible (no patient table 

mount) but generally no MRI controls are located at this position (i.e. current wide bore 

MRI scanner models). Targeting accuracy is essential for image-guided interventions and an 

in-plane error of 5 mm is acceptable in most clinical situations according to Rothgang and 

colleagues [8]. The 3D error (RMS) was found to be below this value in the phantom and 

the cadaver experiments performed by the expert and novice. Our targeting accuracy results 

(Table 1) are equivalent to the targeting errors that have previously been reported (Stattaus 

et al. [11] - in vivo: 3.4 mm median lateral deviation, Fischer et al. [21] – 5.2 mm mean in-

plane error, Rothgang et al. [8] - phantom / in vivo: 1.8 mm / 2.9 mean targeting error in all 

directions) for MRI-guided percutaneous interventions employing the freehand technique. 

The mean puncture times (novice: 6 minutes and 35 seconds / expert: 5 minutes and 21 

seconds) and mean procedure times (novice: 17 minutes and 31 seconds / expert: 15 minutes 

and 46 seconds) are reasonable in comparison to what previous freehand liver biopsy studies 

have reported (Stattaus et al. [11] - in vivo: 19 minutes mean puncture time, Das et al. [1] – 

in vivo: 20 - 25 minutes mean intervention time, Fischbach et al. [10] – in vivo: 18 minutes 

mean intervention time). The variation between individual cadavers, i.e. time of death to 

embalming, the shelf time, the surgical history (causing air trapped within the abdominal 

and thoracic cavities, displaced and shrunken liver, lack of blood supply and unusual liver 

motion), which affects the MRI properties [33], and whether or not pre-existing (one 

cadaver) or artificial lesions were employed, influenced procedure times. Our cadavers were 

also used in previous training procedures, which affected usability in particular due to 

preformed incisions and trapped air. Due to the influence of these cadaver specific 

variations, which are not found during clinical procedures, detailed recording of procedure 

times was not applied during the Thiel soft-embalmed cadaver experiments. Further 

experience with the cadaver model, vascular reperfusion [43] and adaptation of technique 

should solve many of these problems so that the benefit of the real human anatomy [36] can 

be fully explored for the development and training of iMRI procedures.

In conclusion, MRI has unique potential for guiding percutaneous interventions specifically 

for procedures that cannot be performed safely or satisfactorily using other guidance 

modalities due to lack of tissue contrast, imaging interference (e.g. ribs or air filled bowel 

during US) [3], vascular imaging [3] or ionising radiation [4], which is most relevant e.g. for 

young patients [2]. However, percutaneous interventions under MRI guidance are not yet 

clinically accepted procedures. Workflow improvements are essential [8] in an environment 
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with high system and procedure complexity. The presented components and techniques 

improve percutaneous interventions under MRI guidance by providing interactive and 

intuitive MRI acquisition control as well as scanner operator – physician – assistant 

communication. By creating a dual room WLAN and platform independent applications 

capable of interacting with the MRI scanner and potentially other important devices in the 

scan room, cost effective, versatile and intuitive means for improving workflow for iMRI 

have been demonstrated in preclinical experiments.
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Fig. 1. 
2D floor plan with wireless control and communication setup – 1 and 2 represent the 

mounting positions of the control and input devices. The position can be changed according 

to the preference of the physician in terms performing interventions from the left or the right 

side of the patient table or on the other side of the bore
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Fig. 2. 
Screenshot of the web-based user interface for iMRI running on a tablet PC - Two imaging 

planes are shown exemplarily. Up to three real-time imaging planes can be selected that are 

frequently updated according to the user-selected geometry, scan parameter and pulse 

sequence choice. The pulse sequence can be selected from dropdown list located on the top 

left corner of the screen under the browser address bar. The geometry control can be 

activated next to the pulse sequence drop down menu and the scan plane orientation can be 

adjusted with multi-touch gestures using the interactive geometry tool (green line with dot) 

or set to standard radiologic views (axial, sagittal, coronal). Other features of the user 

interface include windowing, annotations and bookmarking of scan planes and parameters.
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Fig. 3. 
Photograph of a Thiel soft-embalmed human cadaver positioned in front of the MRI 

scanner. The single loop element is positioned anterior for good percutaneous access to the 

liver while the 4-channel paddle element of the DuoFlex interventional coil is positioned 

posterior. The black strap is used for compression of the chest to improve hepatic access
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Fig. 4. 
Wireless scanner interaction from within the magnet room with the tablet device. The multi-

touch mobile tablet PCs are mounted on an MRI compatible intravascular pole (a), whereas, 

one tablet is used to display the iMRI-UI while the other tablet is used for communication in 

combination with the BT headsets. A successful needle puncture is demonstrated (b) in the 

phantom. The physician (wearing gloves) is also able to zoom into relevant details on the 

tablet PC as illustrated during a needle biopsy in a Thiel embalmed human cadaver (c)
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Fig. 5. 
Simplified freehand needle biopsy for a single oblique trajectory under near real-time MRI 

guidance (FSPGR, TE/TR = 4.0 / 8.3 ms, Matrix = 256 × 256, FOV = 33 cm × 33 cm, FA = 

60°, Slice thickness = 7 mm). The target lesion is shown in (a). The needle entry point is 

identified (b) by finger pointing (44) and the real-time scan plane is then updated to contain 

the skin entry and target point. The needle is then advanced towards the intended target (c) 

and the lesion is punctured (d). A screenshot is acquired on the tablet PC illustrating the 

puncture step during the freehand needle biopsy for a double oblique trajectory
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Fig. 6. 
MRI-guided liver biopsy in a Thiel embalmed human cadaver performed with the freehand 

technique and under simulated free-breathing conditions. The implanted targets (blue 

arrows) are shown in the planning images (a–c) acquired with a diagnostic FSPGR that was 

optimized for Thiel cadaver imaging (FSPGR, TE / TR = 1.8 / 70 ms, FA = 60°, Matrix = 

256 × 256, FOV = 30 cm × 30 cm, Slice thickness = 5 mm, NEX = 2). The planning images 

in (a) and (b) represent sagittal images and (c) an axial oblique image. The iMRI user 

interface is illustrated in (d) with three different imaging planes frequently updating while a 

biopsy is performed (PSIF, TE / TR = 3.8 / 7.7 ms, FA = 60°, Matrix = 128 × 128, FOV = 

30 cm × 30 cm, Slice thickness = 5 mm). A deep target is successfully punctured with the 

biopsy gun during near real-time MRI in an axial oblique plane (e) and a shallow target is 

punctured in an axial plane (f). The orange arrow indicates the needle tip that can be 

detected from the susceptibility artefact. Note: Targeting was constrained because of trapped 

air (green arrow) in the abdominal cavity of the cadaver and in particular above the liver. 

Also, most vessels and organs in a Thiel embalmed cadaver are collapsed due to the absence 

of perfusion and tissue dehydration
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Fig. 7. 
Screenshot acquired on the tablet PC during needle placement with interactive rtMRI 

guidance (FSPGR, TE / TR = 2.8 / 6.6 ms, FA = 60°, Matrix = 256 × 256, FOV = 30 cm × 

30 cm, Slice thickness = 8). An axial oblique plane (left) and a sagittal oblique plane are 

updated in an interleaved manner for targeting a predefined and existing target area with 

double oblique needle trajectory
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Fig. 8. 
Verification of correct needle placements in the target (dark) area of the liver a Thiel 

embalmed cadaver (FSPGR, TE / TR = 3.1 / 70 ms, FA = 60°, Matrix = 384 × 224, FOV = 

36 cm × 36 cm, Slice thickness = 4 mm, NEX = 4)
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Table 1

Targeting Accuracy and Procedure Time

3D RMS targeting error (mm)

Phantom – Single Oblique

Expert n =10 1.5 (±0.5)

Novice n =10 2.5 (±0.6)

Phantom – Double Oblique

Expert n =10 2.5 (±0.8)

Novice n =10 4.0 (±1.2)

Phantom –All

All Paths n =40 2.8 (±1.0)

Thiel Cadaver – Double Oblique

Expert n =12 2.9 (±0.8)

Novice n =12 4.1 (±0.9)
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